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Abstract. Data words and data trees appear in verification and XML processing. The
term “data” means that positions of the word, or tree, are decorated with elements of an
infinite set of data values, such as natural numbers or ASCII strings. This talk is a survey
of the various automaton models that have been developed for data words and data trees.

A data word is a word where every position carries two pieces of information: a label
from a finite alphabet, and a data value from an infinite set. A data tree is defined likewise.
As an example, suppose that the finite alphabet has two labels request and grant,
and the data values are numbers (interpreted as process identifiers). A data word, such as
the one below, can be seen as log of events that happened to the processes.
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The example with processes and logs can be used to illustrate how data words are used
in verification. In one formulation, verification is a decision problem with two inputs: a
correctness property, and a scheduling mechanism. The correctness property is some set
K of “correct” logs. Often in verification, one talks about infinite words. For example, we
might be interested in the following liveness property:
“For every position with label request, there exists a later position with
label grant and the same data value.”
The scheduling mechanism is represented as the set L of logs consistent with the mechanism.
For example, a rather unwise scheduler would result in the following logs:
“Every position with label grant carries the same data value as the most
recent position with label request.”
The verification problem is the question: does the scheduling mechanism guarantee the
correctness property? (In the example given here, the answer is no.) In terms of languages,
this is the question if the difference L − K is nonempty. To complete the description of the
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problem, one should indicate some way of representing the languages L and K; a typical
solution is to use some variant of logic or automata.
Another application of data is in XML. Here, (finite) data trees are the pertinent object.
The data values are used to model the text content in an XML document, while the labels
are used to model tag names, as illustrated in the following example. The finite alphabet
describes three possible tag names: root, team and player. The data values are ASCII
strings that describe team names and player names. The picture below depicts an XML
document and its interpretation as a data tree.
<root>
root

<team> Borussia
<player> Kuba </player>
<player> Zidan </player>
</team>
<team> Poland
<player> Boruc </player>
<player> Kuba </player>
<player> Bąk </player>
</team>
</root>
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One might want to express correctness properties of an XML document, such as “no
player is a member of two different teams”. A typical algorithmic problem would concern
the relation between two correctness properties, such as: does correctness property L imply
correctness property K? This is a problem like the one in the verification example, although
the logics used for describing XML documents usually have a different flavor than the logics
for describing behavior of processes. Another algorithmic problem is to query documents,
such as “find the nodes that describe a player who plays in two different teams”. For
querying, algorithms should be very fast, for instance linear in the document size. For
verification, sometimes even decidability is hard to get.
The problems described above are well understood in the data-free setting, where positions carry only labels and not data values. Automata techniques have been highly successful
in this area.
What about data? What is the right automaton model for data words and data trees?
Recent years have seen a lot of work in this direction, with many incompatible definitions
being proposed. Some of the approaches are listed in the references. Which one is the right
one? What is a “regular language” in the presence of data? We do not know yet, and maybe
we never will. It is difficult (indeed, impossible, under a certain formulation) to design an
automaton model that is robust (the languages recognized have good closure properties, such
as boolean operations and projections), expressive (captures some reasonable languages,
such as “all positions with label a have the same data value”) and decidable (e.g. has
decidable emptiness). Undecidable problems, like the Post Embedding Problem, can be
easily encoded in data words, in many different ways.
The talk surveys the varied landscape of automata models for data words and data
trees. I will talk about the technical aspect of deciding emptiness, including the connection
with vector addition systems (Petri Nets), as well as the connection with well-quasi-orders.
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I will also talk about the technical aspect of efficient evaluation, including the connection
with semigroup theory.
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